
Roger Epp Board Room 

 

Carolyn Cook 

Dr. Glen 

Hvenegaard 

AUENV 401 

 

 

Dispersal distance and age/sex structure of purple martins (Progne subis) in central Alberta  

Purple martins (Progne subis) are neotropical migrants, and while we know where they move during their 
migration, we don’t know a lot about their dispersal habits. It is important for the continued support of purple 
martin landlord communities and species conservation to understand how and why martins disperse on the 
northern edge of their range. This study aims to determine if the age or sex of a martin determines how far they 
disperse. Datasets collected during the summers of 2017 and 2018 in central Alberta were analyzed and compared 
to historical records of the eastern population of martins in Canada. The results show that there is no statistical 
significance between dispersal distances and either age or sex. Descriptive statistics do suggest that male birds 
disperse further, which is supported by other studies. As populations of aerial insectivores decline it will become all 
the more important to know how martin dispersal behavior will change through our manipulation of their 
environment.  

9:00 - 

9:30 am 

 

Julie Ostrem 

Dr. Greg King 

Independent 

Research 

Valuing Augustana's Urban Forest  

With the growing population of urban areas in Canada, urban forests play a vital role in the health of the environment. These roles include 
reducing energy usage, intercepting stormwater, providing wildlife habitat, and removing air pollution including carbon. They also have the 
potential to connect people with nature in the midst of an urban life. The University of Alberta Augustana Campus, located in Camrose, 
contains a large amount of greenspace including a growing urban forest that provides many of the benefits listed above. However, these 
benefits are difficult to quantify without having a comprehensive and up-to-date tree inventory. The last inventory for Augustana Campus 
was completed in 2008. For my research, I re-measured the campus urban forest to understand its dynamic tendencies over the past ten 
years. In 2018, I documented each individual tree’s location, species, diameter, and height. Using 2008 as a reference point I was able to 
compare the difference in species ratio as well as canopy cover for our campus. In addition to their aesthetic, social and environmental 
benefits, the campus urban forests also represents a significant economic asset. To quantify the monetary value of the ecosystem services, 
I used the iTree-Eco tool developed by the United States Forest Service. The goal of this research is to make a case for urban forests as 
assets deserving of stewardship.  

9:30 – 

10:00  am 

Curtis 

Rempel 

Dr. Joseph Wiebe 

AUPHI 495 

"'What's the right thing to do' is the wrong question"  

The title of the paper states that the question “what’s the right thing to do” is the wrong question. One reason is 

because the question begins with premises that are not only concealed but also intensify and proliferate the 

irreconcilability of moral dilemmas. This paper reveals the underlying assumptions of these premises, analyzes 

some of their root causes, and demonstrates that a different moral philosophy can provide a perspective that 

improves ethical discourse in order to address moral dilemmas more adequately.  

10:00 -  

10:30 am 

BREAK  

Carmen 

Tessier 

Dr. Rebecca Purc

-Stephenson 

AUPSY 499 

A Study Exploring Knowledge and the Diagnosis Process of Lyme Disease  

Lyme disease is a bacterial infection caused by the bite of an infected tick, and can cause a diverse range of 

symptoms including flu symptoms, fatigue, arthritis, and potential paralysis if left untreated.  In Canada, Lyme 

disease is a newly emerging disease and by 2020 approximately 80% of the population in eastern Canada could live 

in Lyme disease risk areas. The purpose of this study was to assess people’s general knowledge of Lyme disease, as 

well as to understand the quality of life issues and interactions with healthcare providers among individuals 

diagnosed with Lyme disease in Canada. This was a mixed-methods cohort cross-sectional study using online survey 

methodology with participants living with Lyme disease (n = 40) and participants from a community sample (n = 40). 

We found that participants living with Lyme disease had significantly greater general knowledge, F(2,78) = 10.24, p 

< .01, as well as significantly worse physical, mental, and emotional well-being compared to the comparison sample, 

F(1, 77) = 88.56, = p < .001. The Lyme disease participants also averaged eight years of experiencing symptoms (M = 

11.61) before receiving an official diagnosis (M = 3.46). Participants noted the biggest barriers to receiving their 

diagnosis were physician knowledge about Lyme disease and receiving multiple false-negative test results. This 

study demonstrated that there is a need for improved knowledge and awareness concerning Lyme disease as the 

incidence continues to rise, and that with our current knowledge and poor diagnostic testing, we may not be 

11:00 - 

11:30 am 

Mikaela 

Hutchinson 

Dr. Rebecca Purc

-Stephenson 

AUPSY 499 

PAW-sitive Impacts: Perceived Efficacy of Prison-Animal Programs  

Prison-animal programs (PAPs) refer to rehabilitative approaches involving animals to help inmates develop trust, 
socialize, and gain employment skills. However, PAPs are not be offered to all types of offenders; female and White 
offenders have greater access to PAPs. As these programs are generally funded through donations and non-for-
profit organizations, we wanted to explore whether implicit biases towards certain offender groups occurs. The 
purpose of this study was to (1) examine the extent to which people think PAPs are an appropriate and effective 
treatment for inmates, and to (2) determine whether these opinions are dependent on the gender of the inmate 
(male or female), the severity of the crime (minor, serious, or sexual), or ethnicity of the inmate (White non-
Hispanic, African American, Indigenous). Two-hundred and fifty participants completed the self-report survey 
involving three vignettes that described an individual who has been convicted of an offence. Details regarding the 
gender of the offender, ethnicity of the offender, and the type of crime was manipulated. Overall, we found that 
when therapies involved dogs, there is a range of differing opinions about the effectiveness. Participants that 
owned a pet or had liberal political views were more likely to support animal-assisted interventions for non-sex 
offenders. PAPs for women who committed a minor crime received the most support, while Indigenous offenders 
that committed a sexual assault received the least support. Our findings are important for administrators of 
correctional facilities looking to implement PAPs, as well as it recognizes potential donors to support the success of 
these programs. 

11:30 am 

- 12:00 pm 



Roger Epp Board Room (cont’d) 

Madison 

Pearson 

Dr. Shauna Wilton 

AUPOL 401 

Twitter, Personalized Politics, and Gender: Social Media Perspectives and the Albertan Political 

Climate  

Social media provides unique opportunities for citizens to participate in democratic processes; however, the anonymity and personalization 

of politics through social media creates a new space for increased hostility. Understanding these threats through a gendered lens is 

necessary to determine if the treatment of politicians is mediated by gender. My research explores the Twitter hashtag "#abpoli" to 

determine if gender colours the perspectives people share on Twitter or their understanding of the upcoming Albertan election. In 

particular, I ask: how does gender impact politicians on social media? This presentation is based on a qualitative analysis of Twitter posts 

with the hashtag "#abpoli" over 3 days in the month leading up to the Albertan provincial election and draws on the literature on women 

in politics to provide a foundation for understanding the gendered experiences of politicians on Twitter.  

12:00 – 

12:30 pm 

 

Crystal 

Labrecque 

Dr. Roxanne 

Harde 

AUENG 402 

The Enchanted Role of Redemption in the American Justice System  

 

Ernest Lee Tuveson was the first to dub the United States as the “Redeemer Nation” of the world, showcasing the 
redemptive mission which has influenced American foreign policy since the country's very establishment. The 
notion of redemption thus developed as a predominant cultural indicator. The influences of redemption may be 
found in Rene Denfeld’s The Enchanted, a novel set in an ancient stone prison and narrated through the 
experiences of an unnamed death-row inmate. By utilizing the theoretical framework suggested by French 
philosopher Michel Foucault in his book Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, this paper sets out to explore 
the themes of freedom, justice, and atonement in the modern American criminal justice system. I analyze the 
interplay between capital punishment and systems of power in congruence with a cultural understanding of 
redemption highlighted by various moments in Denfeld’s The Enchanted.  

2:00 - 

2:30 pm 

 

Nicole Risk 

Dr. Roxanne 

Harde 

AUENG 402 

 

Restoring Exceptionalism: The Christian-Socialist Solution to the Capitalist Problem in Steinbeck’s 
The Grapes of Wrath  

The national myth of American exceptionalism is as old as the country itself, but the America John Steinbeck saw 
during the Great Depression was anything but exceptional. Thus, The Grapes of Wrath was born and became the 
first effective cry for socialist action in America, fictional though it was. Literary critic and Marxist theorist Fredrick 
Jameson viewed a novel as cast of characters who represent the real social classes in conflict and symbolize a 
solution. With Jameson’s theoretical framework in mind, this paper explores the way Steinbeck proposes a solution 
to the economic hardship in America by infusing the Biblical allusions in the novel with socialist values, creating 
prophet figures who preach socialism and an Exodus from capitalist individualism to compassion and unity. Doing 
so, Steinbeck creates a new national myth out of the Okies, one which he hoped could restore America to an 
exceptional nation.  

2:30 - 

3:00 pm 

Jasohna 

Haukenfrers 

Dr. Daniel Sims 

Summer 

Research 

Assistanceship 

Music Therapy as a Tool for Reconciliation  

With the conclusion on the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 2015, reconciliation has been a widely discussed 

topic. Through a Literature Review I will synthesize information to address the use of music therapy to further 

current reconciliation efforts in Canada. Outlining the history and trauma experienced by Indigenous people will 

provide a foundation of their experiences. Then, from this foundation, I will examine appropriate music therapy 

techniques being cognizant of their rich cultural history, identity and possible barriers. I believe that music therapy 

can be an effective reconciliation tool as there are many different approaches and techniques, and music removes 

barriers that typically exist between people. Music therapy can also occur in group contexts, allowing for a holistic 

community experience. My research will consider the different approaches of music therapy and how to best use 

this discipline to further the rebuilding of relationships between Indigenous and settler/colonizer populations in 

Canada. 

3:00 - 

3:30 pm 

Lunch Break and Poster Display in Forum 12:30—2:00 pm 

Break  



Roger Epp Board Room (cont’d) 

 

Emily 

Peterson 

Dr. Daniel Sims 

AUIND 490 

Mungo Martin: Carving for the Future of Northwest Coast Art  

 

In looking back at the life and works of Mungo Martin, many topics can be discussed, ranging from his contribution 
in keeping Northwest Coast art and culture alive to his implication in the themes of revival and authenticity. Viewed 
as an important figure in regard to Northwest Coast art and culture, and a main contributor in its survival, Martin 
found ways to both carry on the traditional art form during times when it was most oppressed, as well as pass down 
the knowledge and significance of these traditions to future generations. In discussing the legacy narrative 
surrounding Martin, the factors that may have influenced or lead up to this discourse must be brought up, including 
location and style, his multitude of careers, the commodity market and material culture, the oppression faced, and 
his overall reputation. This presentation seeks to explore these topics and discuss how each of them lead to this 
aforementioned legacy narrative that surrounds Martin.  

4:00 –4:30  

pm 

Naomi 

Mahdere 

Dr. Melaina Weiss 

AUHIS 496 

Justice Without Infringement?: A Philosophical Debate on Necessary Imprisonment  

The political philosophy of John Locke, outlining the inalienable rights of humans in relation to personal ownership 

of life, liberty, and physical possession, posits an interpretation of the social contract that obligates punishment to 

those whose practices fall beyond the scope of its legal authority. Consequence in this popular American canon 

suggests that due justice cannot be served to those who break such a contract without the termination of natural 

right protections of their persons—through either death or legal enslavement. Contemporary conceptions of justice 

demand physical imprisonment as a minimum sentence for indictable offenses in North American criminal court 

systems--as infamously preserved in the 13th amendment to the US Constitution--yet the responsibility of the state 

to protect inalienable human rights, proves incompatible with societal demands for justice, through institutionalized 

slavery. In agreement with this perspective, and through the evaluation of both narrative and statistical data about 

the prison system as it relates to persons of colour, I will consider the viability of a system of justice that can exist 

without necessary infringement upon the inalienable rights of humans.  

4:30 - 

5:00 pm 

  
5:00 - 

5:30 pm 

   



F1 - 305 

 

Jasohna 

Haukenfrers 

Dr. Ardelle Ries 

AUMUS 335 

 

Choral Music Therapy and Music Therapy in Choral Settings  

My research will address the question, "Is music therapy in a choral context synonymous with choral music 
therapy?" On the basis of interviews with music therapists and conductors of existing inclusion choirs--i.e. choirs 
open to singers of all ages and stages of life, ability, or disability--and what defines music therapy as a discipline, I 
will examine the manner in which choral singing can exist as a form of music therapy. Currently, choral singing and 
music therapy exist as two separate disciplines. I propose that these disciplines can work together to advance both 
choral and therapeutic goals. Through the analysis of common objectives and specific pedagogical techniques, I will 
demonstrate that choral singing and music therapy can complement one another. My paper will consider 
approaches used in music therapy practice, evaluate the therapeutic use of choral music, and will explore ways to 
facilitate relationships between these two disciplines.  

9:00 - 

9:30 am 

Roger Zoller 

Dr. Gerhard Lotz 

AUPHY 491 

 

Measuring the Speed of Light  

The speed of light was measured using the Foucault method of reflecting a beam of light from a rotating mirror to a 
fixed mirror and back. The angular displacement of the beam due to the mirror rotation is related to the time 
required for the light beam to travel a given distance to the fixed mirror. By taking measurements of the 
displacement of the beam and the angular speed of the rotating mirror, the speed of light in air from a closer mirror 
separation (distance from the rotating mirror to the fixed mirror) was determined to a precision of 2.4%, and for a 
further mirror separation the speed of light in air was determined to a precision of 1.4%.  

9:30 – 

10:00  am 

 

Benjamin 

Schmidt 

Dr. James Kariuki 

AUCHE 492 

Synthesis of Novel BINOL Derivatives Ligands for use in Electrocatalysis  

Catalysis is a popular method used in industry as it allows chemists to conduct reactions in a more efficient, 
selective, and environmentally friendly manner. Electrocatalysis is a sub-discipline of catalysis that bridges the fields 
of electrochemistry and catalysis. In this field, e ectrocatalysts are used to enhance the rate of a reaction or the 
selectivity of the reaction at the electrode surface. This presentation will include progress made in the synthesis of 
novel BINOL derivatives for attachment to electrode surfaces used in electrocatalysis.  

10:00 -  

10:30 am 

BREAK  

Sydney Oswald 

Dr. James Kariuki 

AUCHE 497 

One Hundred and Fifty Years of the Period Table, Recycling of Carbon Dioxide, and the Chemistry 

of Cannabis  

This presentation examines three topics in chemistry researched as part of a directed reading this term. The first topic 

celebrates the 150th anniversary of the periodic table by looking at the discovery of the first periodic table and its impact on 

chemistry as a discipline. The second topic looks at the new technology of carbon dioxide recycling, and its capabilities to 

reduce the environmental effects of carbon dioxide emissions. The third and final topic looks at the chemistry of cannabis in 

light of its recent legalization, focusing on chemical components such as tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBC) 

and how their chemical structure lends to their effects on the human mind and body.  

11:00 - 

11:30 am 

Benjamin 

Schmidt 

Dr. Brian Rempel 

AUCHE 490 

 

Somatostatin Receptor Analogs: A Collaborative Project with the University of Saskatchewan 

With the growing field of radiopharmaceuticals and positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, radiochemists 

have developed imaging agents capable of rapid, high-resolution, and accurate images for the detection of 

cancerous tumors and metastases. Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) have been shown to overexpress somatostatin 

receptors, a receptor which binds with somatostatin (growth hormone-inhibiting hormone). Due to this 

phenomenon, somatostatin receptor analogs have been developed to target these overexpressed receptors for the 

imaging and treatment of NETs. This presentation will outline the use of radiopharmaceuticals in the study of 

cancerous tissue and my experience at the University of Saskatchewan working in a graduate research lab to 

synthesize DOTA-TATE, a PET imaging agent for use in NET imaging. Overall, the developments of the radiolabeled 

somatostatin analogs have led to high-resolution and accurate PET/CT imaging capable of giving medical specialists 

the required information for an accurate prognosis and treatment plan to treat NETs.   

11:30 am 

- 12:00 pm 

 

Britt 

Anderson 

Dr. Glen 

Hvenegaard 

AUENV 401 

Nest box preferences of purple martins (Progne subis arboricola) in Camrose, Alberta  

Purple martin nesting populations in Camrose are critical to monitor because their population is declining, they are 
almost fully dependent on human-provided nest boxes, and they are located at the northern edge of their range. 
This study seeks to determine the characteristics of a variety of nest box variables preferred by nesting martins. 
These characteristics include house color, house distance to trees, house distance to water bodies, house distance 
to human homes, height above ground, pole accessibility, shrub presence, material, house style, and neighbouring 
houses. This longitudinal study was carried out from 2006-2018 in Camrose, Alberta. The results will show which 
nest box characteristics are preferred by purple martins and allow martin landlords to promote greater nesting 
success of martins. This important because martins are very sensitive to environmental stressors and are a potential 
population source of northern expansion.  

12:00 -  

12:30 pm 

   Lunch Break and Poster Display in Forum 12:30—2:00 pm 



F 1- 305 (cont’d) 

Farheen 

Afaque 

Dr. Tomislav 

Terzin  

AUBIO 319 

Defensive masquerade by Lepidoptera species  

Wing colour patterns in the Lepidoptera species (butterflies and moths) have protective and behavioural functions. 

Masquerade is an adaptation which helps an organism to remain undetected in the plain sight of predators while 

camouflage is a phenomenon when the organism is patterned in a way that it blends in the background coloration. 

The specific term masquerade is used when the models are inanimate, for example, when an animal pretends to be 

a dry leaf, a dry stick, a rock, an excrement etc. In this directed course, I studied butterflies and moths that resemble 

dry leaves. That is an adaptation to avoid predation. Over 100 lepidopteran species that showed dry leaf 

resemblance were analysed. Analysed specimens were from Dr. Terzin’s collection as well as from the Augustana 

library reference literature. The purpose of this research is to look at the different pattern elements that participate 

in lepidopteran dry leaf masquerade and to quantify their prominence and importance. Eight pattern elements 

which contributed to dry leaf masquerade were observed. The results showed that discolouration and venation 

contributed the most to dry leaf masquerade while chew marks had the lowest frequency among masquerading 

species.  

2:00 – 

2:30 pm 

 

Mary Cairns 

Dr. Tomislav 

Terzin  

AUBIO 319 

Making a way to define eye patterns: more than just circles on wings  

There is substantial diversity in the eye-like patterns present on butterfly and moth wings. While the function of 
these eye patterns is an ongoing debate, there remains a problematic absence of a way to define these patterns, 
especially in terms of their diversity and complexity. Currently, eye patterns are defined as circular patterns with 
surrounding concentric circles, an understanding that lacks precision, and ignores many of the elements that make 
eye patterns so interesting to researchers. In this project, which I inherited from two previous Augustana students, I 
aim to develop a definition of eye patterns that addresses these shortcomings. First, 14 elements common to most 
eye patterns were identified. Based on these subjectively chosen elements, a rigorous presence-absence analysis 
was conducted to determine the frequency of each characteristic in hundreds of species. Using the characteristics 
most commonly identified, we will develop a definition of eye patterns that will clarify as well as facilitate the 
representation of their diversity in functional debates. I began this semester by familiarising myself with work 
previously done in this field. Once I had a solid understanding of previous work, I proceeded to draft a paper 
reporting our findings up to this point. It was here that we decided to add species to the analysis, in order to 
increase the reliability of our proposed definition. As such, I finished the semester by learning how to analyse eye 
patterns for the 14 characteristics of interest, with the intention of completing the paper next year.  

2:30 – 

3:00  pm 

 

Jamie Cole 

Dr. Tomislav 

Terzin  

AUBIO 319 

Aposematic Colouration: The Revision of a Scientific model  

The purpose of this presentation is to describe two years of research identifying the definition of aposematic 
colouration in coleopterans and the importance of altering the concept to include colours and patterns that have 
never before been considered aposematic. Several rings of mimicry have been overlooked due to the currently 
narrow perspective of aposematism; metallic beetles that produce rainbow colourations have been identified 
across Southeast Asia but are not considered mimics. Our research indicates that these metallic beetles compose an 
extensive mimicry ring that includes both Batesian and Mullerian mimicry. Aposematism’s current definition is: an 
easily identifiable colour pattern: black contrasted against a vibrant colour. There are documented cases of prey 
animals that are plain black gaining a selective advantage in typical aposematic fashion, however, they currently are 
not considered aposematic species. Our work attempts to provide a new, expanded, definition of aposematism, 
including plain dark colouration and rainbow metallic patterns in coleopterans. This presentation is an overview of 
our work on writing a scientific publication. The process has included the spreading and photographing of over a 
hundred specimens. The images have since been compiled into several figures that include 16 unique rainbow 
beetle species that are currently overlooked as aposematic. The paper is almost complete; an introduction, 
methods and discussion section are undergoing final editing.  

3:00 -  

3:30 pm 

Abigail 

Boateng 

Dr. Tomislav 

Terzin 

AUBIO 319 

 

Dry Leaf Mimicry of Lepidopteran Wing Color-Patterns  

Lepidopteran wing color-patterns have ecological and behavioral functions that have evolved through natural 
selection. Wing color-patterns may be produced physiologically in response to environmental stress. Masquerade 
and mimicry are two adaptations of the wing coloration displayed by animals. Despite both being morphological 
adaptations developed for their survival, there are some considerable differences between masquerade and 
mimicry. Mimicry is an ecological term used to describe the diverse phenomena of resembling another creature or 
inanimate object, either for defence or other survival mechanisms. Camouflage and crypsis is also a form of 
mimicry. Camouflage and crypsis is when an organism mimics its surroundings so that the predator fails to detect 
and recognize its prey. Moreover, masquerade occurs when an organism mimics an object of no interest to the 
predator. Many wing-patterns of dry mimicry and masquerade have evolved from patterns of the Nymphalid 
Ground Plan (Suzuki 2013). This theory supports the concept that mimicry is evidence of evolution. 
The purpose of this research was to quantify how pattern elements of species among Lepidoptera mimic dry leaf 
using data analysis, and to also publish our findings. We determined this by using approximately 200 specimens 
from University of Alberta Professor Tom Terzin’s collection and resources provided by the University of Alberta 
Augustana Library. We hypothesized that if Lepidoptera have evolved to mimic dry leaves, then Lepidoptera that 
mimic dry leaf will tend to display the most common dry leaf characteristics. I will be presenting our findings on dry 
leaf mimicry of Lepidopteran wing color patterns.  

4:00 - 

4:30 pm 

BREAK  



F1—305 (cont’d) 

 

Jessica Logan 

Dr. Tomislav 

Terzin  

AUBIO 319 

Biomimicry: The Future of Innovation  

Biomimicry is an interdisciplinary movement that uses nature’s solutions to solve man’s problems. It is seen across 
nearly all areas of society, from fashion design to medical treatments to the newest forms of technology. The 
aerodynamic head of the kingfisher bird even inspired designs for Japan’s newest bullet trains. Researchers and 
designers working in biomimicry are also interested in moving from conventional practices to more sustainable 
ones, and eventually into regenerative practices that will work to undo some of the damage humans have done to 
nature, across the fields of energy, construction, manufacturing, medicine, and nearly everything else. This 
semester I have worked to gather information about this movement, and to learn where Augustana students can fit 
into the rapidly growing field. As society begins working towards more sustainable practices and develops more 
understanding of how we fit into the natural world, it will become increasingly important for our students to remain 
informed as we move into careers that will no doubt turn to nature for their newest innovations. I’ve focused my 
semester on what information is most interesting to students, how to disseminate this information, and who will be 
the most interested in the many exciting advancements. If society continues moving as quickly as it has been, 
biomimicry will no doubt become a key player in moving it in the direction of sustainability, and innovation.  

4:30 -  

5:00 pm 

  
5:00 - 5:30 

pm 

   



F1 - 315 

 

Jay Hehr 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

 

 

Spread ‘Em  

Throughout this semester I have been exploring male toxicity through torture devices. I chose this subject matter 
because torture devices are used to humiliate and control people, much like men do in toxic relationships. I 
specifically chose to recreate the Pear of Anguish because of its phallic nature but also because of its beauty. This is 
reminiscent of the façade toxic men put on in order to lure others in. To be able to capture this narrative, I’ve 
created a 5’6” sculpture made of latex. It stands at an angle with its “leaves” perpendicular to the ground, opening 
like a blooming flower. For the backdrop of this sculpture, I have several 2.5” x 2.5” canvases depicting the intricate 
“heads” of many different Pears of Anguish which represent the people affected by masculine toxicity.  

9:00 - 

9:20 am 

Katherine 

Kenworthy 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

Natural Dissonance  

In my work this semester, I have contrasted the human-made with the natural world. Through this contrast I aim to 
examine humanity’s contemporary relationship to nature, and the growing dissonance between the natural world 
and our daily lives. This project is informed by my passion for the outdoors and for the conservation of these rapidly 
disappearing, pristine alpine landscapes  

9:25 -   

9:45 am 

 

Ehren Loos 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

The Transgender Body and the Western Social Consciousness  

What I have discussed over the course of this Capstone is the absence of the transgender body in art history, 
specifically pieces that are widely recalled in the Western social consciousness, such as the Greco-Roman tradition. 
Using the presences of myself and two of my partners, who are also transgender, I am calling attention to the 
relative lack of transgender bodies in art history; and in what ways the body is subjected to strict (cis) gendered 
roles. I use two of my partners as well as my own body as subject matter, playing with “vulnerable” (i.e. “feminine”) 
and “active” (i.e. “masculine”) poses. Each of these has Classical bodies transplanted over top. My previous work in 
this course has explored the ways in which one can create a transgender body by intervening directly with Classical 
portraiture, which often depicts Greco-Roman historical figures. These figures have been, but are not limited to: 
Venus (Aphrodite), David, Pluto (Hades), Cupid (Eros), Minerva (Athena), and Mars (Ares). This subject matter has 
its foundations in my work from Professor Forrest’s Painting 371 course, where I portrayed myself as Bacchus 
(classically depicted as androgynous while described as male). I wanted to expand on those themes, as well as 
foundational work in other courses, by commenting further on the transgender body as it relates to the social 
consciousness – which in my specific discipline has been art history.  

9:50 -  

10:10 am 

Claire Lamb 

 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

Remembering This and That 

My series begins with the exploration of objects and images and the way they present themselves in my memory, 

dreams and subconscious thought. In essence, I am attempting to deconstruct the negative connotations that are 

associated with this seemingly materialistic subject matter. I have chosen to portray elements of architecture from 

my memory and implement certain objects that remind me of the people existent in the memories of these places. 

In this way, I have created an ensemble of disconnected imagery that fits together to create another being in and of 

itself. These beings should read as living organisms that are reminiscent of human characteristics in their gestural 

qualities.  Although each ensemble should read as living, there remains a sense of ambiguity in order for the 

audience to form a connection with the pieces in their own way, rather than just my own personal attachments. 

Through the making of many variations that involved varying levels of abstraction, painterly innovation and story-

telling aspects, I have created this final series that pay tribute to my personal history through the history of paint.  

10:10 - 

10:30 am 

Sarah Smith 

 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

Duality  

Inspired by the work of Kehinde Wiley, Jenny Saville, Erik Fischl, and Peter Hujar, I created a series of paintings that 
speak to the complex relationship we have with women in sport. I will examine facets of this dichotomy, from the 
classical expectation that women be beautiful, dainty, thin, helpless etc., to what my experience of these women 
has shown them to be: strong, defiant, and feminine. Integrating art historical references, contemporary art 
practices, and pop cultural constructs of women, my series focuses in on these representations in order to show the 
duality of these individuals.  

11:00 am 

- 11:20 am 

Josephine 

Zimmer 

 

Julian Forrest 

AUART 411 

52.8655° N, 112.2616 W°  

In this work I focus primarily on mark-making and process painting, using buildings from my rural hometown and 
from my parents farm in order to investigate my history there. These paintings are primarily about layering, the 
materiality of the paint, and abstraction, and secondarily about my relationship with rural Alberta. I have used paint 
to investigate my history to place (Daysland) and my memories of growing up on a small farm. Living in a rural 
setting has always been difficult because in a lot of ways it is where I feel most comfortable and safe but it’s also 
where I feel most restricted. I explore these narratives by abstracting specific and meaningful buildings, and then 
translating them into something new. Looking at these places in an artistic way helps them to become something 
beautiful and helps me explore the positive meanings that they hold.  

11:25 -  

11:45 am 

Break 



F 1- 315 (cont’d) 

 

Jason Chu 

 

Julian Forrest 

AUFAR 400 

Musings on the Dual-Cultural landscape   

Building on my research in Art 411 and a Directed Project course with Professor Forrest, I am using the landscapes 
as a way to express the cultural dissonance of being a dual-citizen (Canadian and Chinese). As a Canadian-born-
Chinese person, I have struggled with figuring out who I am—understanding how and why I feel the need to play 
both (cultural) roles. Through paint, I am trying to resolve the sense of friction that was found in significant places to 
me. By slightly distorting the clarity of the subject matter and landscape, I hope to examine the cultural ambiguity 
that exists within me. By moving forward through my work, I have also moved forward in my understanding of self.  

11:50 – 

12:15 pm 

Ian Ferguson  

Julian Forrest 

AUART 490 

The West Side Projects  

For this presentation I will discuss how I used modern architecture (from my hometown of Vancouver) as subject 
matter for a series of abstract paintings. My goal was to create a nostalgic aura for a place that holds a strong hold 
on my imagination. In these paintings I have had to constantly pull forward and push back certain compositional 
elements in order to explore the materiality of oil paint, and to create something visually captivating. I was heavily 
influenced by the mark-making techniques of artists like as Martin Golland and David Schnell. This series represents 
a departure for me: I have a long history of street and pop art (I grew up as a graffiti artist). For this Directed Project 
with Professor Forrest, I wanted to try something completely different from what my usual practice (typically 
finishing a painting in one sitting, and working with spray paint, acrylics, and paint markers). I also wanted to 
comment on the expensive market that is real estate in Vancouver. Though the name “The West Side Projects,” 
evokes a sense of run-down housing, the actual West Side of Vancouver is currently the most costly, often 
unreachable area of the city. This work is (partially) about that dichotomy.  

12:20- 

12:40  pm 

 

 

Sydney 
Oswald, Peter 

Zeng, Seth 
Hawkins, Ryan 

Geller, Mark 
Lisoway 

Angela Chytracek  

Living Learning 

Commons 

First Steps into Living, Learning, and Cooking Together  

This presentation examines the undertaking and challenges of five people who lived together for the first time in 
the Learning Living Community (LLC) house in pursuit of a common goal to learn how to cook. In their endeavor to 
achieve their goal, the presenters discovered that food affects many other aspects of daily life. This presentation 
will explore some of the challenges that the house members encountered while living in the LLC and how those 
challenges were overcame. Topics to be discussed will include meal planning, budgeting, communication, and 
conflict resolution. The presentation will explore these topics and how food played a role in these aspects. The 
presenters will offer some of the knowledge acquired throughout this process that would help overcoming 
challenges one might face when one lives in a community of other people.  

2:00 -  

2:30 pm 

  
2:30 - 

3:00 pm 

  
3:00 - 3:30 

pm 

  
4:00 - 4:30 

pm 

Lunch Break and Poster Display in Forum 12:30—2:00 pm 

Break 



L2 - 102  

 

Ryley 

Rubachuk  

Dr. Timothy Parker 

AUPSY 491 

 

 

Exploring the Impacts of Artificial Light Exposure 

This presentation will examine how the ubiquity of artificial light has affected our circadian rhythms and physiology. 
There will be an exploration on how differential properties of artificial light contrast our natural environmental 
lighting conditions. The sun has historically been our time-giving signal and responsible for providing our bodies 
feedback when arousal and inhibition are appropriate; following the introduction of artificial lighting and evening 
use of light-emitting devices, our bodies have experienced a dramatic desynchrony influencing our behavioral and 
cognitive functioning. Blue-light, the dominant spectra emitted in our household devices, has a substantially alerting 
impact on our internal physiology. Due to the increasing use and exposure to artificial lighting, we are now 
experiencing arousal and alertness at a time we have typically expected the onset of sleep. There will also be a 
discussion on the immediate and delayed cognitive impacts of circadian desynchrony, and how these effects may be 
attenuated.  

9:00 - 

9:30 am 

 

Jaden de Wall, 

Jenny Green, 

Rebecca Petrie 

 

Dr. Paula 

Marentette 

AUPSY 491 

 

Gesture in young children: A handful of analyses  

In this presentation we examine both the nature and the classification of gesture in young children. Through the use 
of previous gesture research and our findings, we look at the impact of i) parental education, ii) the child's 
production of speech while gesturing, and iii) contact between the hands and body. We explore how these factors 
affect our understanding of gesture production.  

9:30 -  

10:00 am 

 

 

Connor 

Maschke 

Dr. Rosanna 

Heise  

AUCSC 395 

 

How To Be An Effective Software Development Leader Utilizing Past and Present Techniques  

I will be discussing software leadership techniques from The Mythical Man-Month by Frederick Brooks and 
highlighting aspects that are still applicable and useful to leaders today. To compliment this, I will discusses 
common industry practices such as the Agile Methodology, planning for scalability and change, and the lines where 
communication breaks down productivity as you will need to be aware of these concepts to excel as a leader in 
industry or to be successful as an employee under these leadership techniques. I will also be providing a framework 
of useful techniques and concepts that prepare someone for a leadership role in the computing industry, whether 
you are a programmer or a business student. Lastly, I will give an overview of how I effectively implemented agile 
programming, scalable mindset, and flexible deadlines in my leadership role with the Hidden Harvests of Camrose 
website project.  

10:00 -  

10:30 am 

BREAK  

Katharina 

Reddecop 

 

Dr. Rosanna 

Heise 

AUCSC 401 

 

Highlights of a Computer Hardware Practicum  

“One man’s garbage is another man’s treasure.” Come and see what treasures I found at my practicum, which was 
at Marg’s Computers in Camrose. My treasures include old hardware components and an old HP Tablet. I will bring 
some of my hardware treasures with me and give a brief explanation of each one. Using examples from my 
practicum, I will highlight the different things I learned: maintenance cleaning routines and the underlying pattern in 
them, troubleshooting to determine where the issue resides, and hardware components for building and recycling 
desktop and laptop computers.  

11:00 - 

11:30 am 

Fatima Bin 

Sumait, 

Philippe 

Nadon and 

Peter Zeng 

Dr. Rosanna 

Heise 

AUCSC 401/402 

ETA Tool: Aiming for Vision Zero as Contractors for the City of Calgary  

In May of 2018, we participated in the 2018 Hackathon hosted by the City of Calgary. The theme for that year was 
Vision Zero -- an endeavor to reduce road casualties to zero. The team's entry was the Estimated Time of Arrival 
(ETA) Tool, a city-planning, web application that simulated travel times based on augmented speed limits. After the 
Hackathon, we entered into a contract with the City of Calgary to create a reliable and robust solution. In this 
presentation, we will delve into some aspects of working on the ETA Tool: communicating and setting up 
expectations with our client; tackling non-textbook problems requiring multidisciplinary solutions; and 
implementing workflow tactics to help the team stay on track and on time. In addition, each presenter will describe 
a specific aspect of the project that they contributed, using their unique skill set.  

 

11:30 am 

- 12:00 pm 

Alex Ho, Justin 

Ikenouye & 

Chase Laroque 

Dr. Rosanna 

Heise & Dr. Greg 

King 

AUCSC 401 

Hidden Harvests of Camrose  

 

This project enabled us to use our computing skills to provide a practical solution to a problem in environmental 
sustainability. To help develop a sustainable local food network project in Camrose, a website was needed. This 
project entailed the design and implementation of a website in which growers can register their available fruits, 
while pickers can be matched with those growers based on their picking preferences. Our design process 
intertwined considerations for security, a wide range of users, and potential expansion, while the implementation 
necessitated a database, capabilities for emailing, and an intuitive user interface across various devices. Throughout 
this project our team has been able to improve our web-design and computing skills, while simultaneously 
impacting the community.  

12:00 -  

12:30 pm 

Lunch Break and Poster Display in Forum 12:30—2:00 pm 



L2– 102 (cont’d) 

 

Connor 

Maschke 

Dr. William 

Hackborn 

AUCSC 495 

 

Development of a Student Academic Conference Website: Start to Finish  

I will be discussing the process of creating a Student Academic Conference (SAC) website and what this process 
entailed. Aspects that will be covered include working with a predefined library for using CCID and Single Sign On, 
developing autofill edit pages for the submissions, creation of HTML using PHP, reformatting user data using PHP, 
draggable objects, exporting data to a CSV file, creation of a PDF template, and more. The focus will be on 
highlighting the functionality of the website and then explaining the development process to creating that 
functionality  

  

2:00 – 

2:30 pm 

Qais Alizada, 

Rami Ayache 

& William 

Dobson 

Dr. William 

Hackborn 

AUIDS 211 

The Relationship between Anthropometric Proportionality and Strength  

Our project will examine differences in strength by evaluating the proportionality of anthropometric characteristics. 
Some of these characteristics include height, body type, fat mass, muscle mass, and bone mass. Other important 
characteristics are the length and girth of different body parts. We will use these characteristics and proportionality 
to infer the strength of body builders and gym enthusiasts as measured, for example, by the maximum repetition 
weight that an individual can attain. We will also attempt to determine which proportionality relationships involving 
anthropocentric characteristics best predict the performance and hypertrophy of weight lifters.  

2:30 – 

3:00  pm 

Sebastien 
Smith, Kathryn 

Vandenberg 

Dr. William 

Hackborn 

AUIDS 211 

An Analysis of the Growth of the Francophone Community in Canada  

This presentation will examine the population growth of the francophone community in Canada as a whole as well 
as individual provinces and territories. We will analyze this growth over a period of years and also make projections 
about future growth. Furthermore, we will determine which of the individual provinces and territories has the 
fastest population growth in relation to the other provinces and territories. Finally, we will analyze how large a role 
immigration plays in the growth of the francophone community in Canada.  

3:00 -  

3:30 pm 

BREAK  

Ethan 
Knudslien 

 

Dr. Varghese 

Manaloor 

AUECO 497 

“Using Game Theory to Understand (Ir)rational choice”. Can it weed out toxic debate?  

Would it be possible for a “coalition of the reasonable” to thrive while extreme views die out? A useful tool for 
examining this question is ‘Game Theory’, specifically evolutionary game theory. Evolutionary game theory is 
traditionally used in a more biological evolution context, which genes are more likely to be passed on as an 
example. However, I believe there is value in this when examining business, politics, or decision making. To build 
the theoretical framework this study will rely on literature regarding game theory and its ties to business. From 
examining these articles regarding similar topics, many had negative results. However, my findings show that there 
are still areas that are yet to be analyzed to their full potential. It was found that societies that are eroded by these 
extreme views have difficulty shaking their apathy and starting participation in different practices. Tools from 
evolutionary game theory are useful in examining decisions based simply off of behavioral rules because even these 
rules are subject to evolutionary forces. Game theory has helped address the question “Who does what to whom 
and in what circumstances?” Knowing this I was able to build a framework to examine the topic of this research.  

4:00 - 

4:30 pm 

  
4:30 -  

5:00 pm 

  
5:00 -  

5:30 pm 



L2 -  103  

Areesh Ahmed, 

Aia Davis,  

Matt Caffaro 

Dr. Jason Taylor 

AUIDS 206 

 

Different Ways of Leading: The Style, Skills, and Trait Approaches  

Throughout ones journey in leadership, it can be increasingly helpful to understand the different leadership 
approach(es) they naturally gravitate towards. Understanding this can explain why one makes the decisions they do 
in their role, or why one thinks through problems differently than others. Our presentation analyzes three of these 
approaches (the style, skills, and trait approaches) and in drawing on our personal experiences in leadership, 
sharing what we believe to be the positive, and negative attributes of each theory.  

9:00 - 

9:30 am 

Rachel Collins, 

Cole Beatty, 

Jennae Matzner 

Dr. Jason Taylor 

AUIDS 206 

 

Creating Our Leadership Identity  

As leaders gain knowledge and experience, their leadership style begins to incorporate new techniques and skills. 
With the addition of these changes, their style become more dynamic and they are able to become more confident 
in leading people, which encourages them to take on new leadership roles. 
 
There are many theories that have been created and used in an attempt to classify different leaders by their 
defining techniques and characteristics. What we learned throughout this year is that no leader is stagnant or stuck 
in one leadership style. We tend to pick and choose what we enjoy and works best for us from multiple styles and 
begin to create our own unique techniques. We are hoping to prove that as leaders become more confident and 
competent they are able to build themselves into their best leadership form with the skills that work best for them.  

9:30 am - 

10:00 am 

 

Jamie 

Grunwald and 

Lee McDonald 

Dr. Jason Taylor 

AUIDS 206 

 

 

Methods for Motivating: Approaches to Promoting Student Followership as a Student Leader  

A principal challenge in student leadership is the task of motivating followers. Path-goal theory outlines that 
motivating followers promotes their development as upcoming leaders, increases team productivity, and allows for 
the growth of student leaders’ skills through the act of motivating others (Northouse 2019). However, the specific 
methods that student leaders use to motivate followers vary according to the behaviours and characteristics of the 
leader, followers, and tasks.  
 

Promoting the group’s enjoyment of the activity, implementing workshops to illustrate the value of the program, 
and building community are ways that we as student leaders motivate our followers. Through reflecting on and 
analyzing these practices through path-goal theory, we emphasize the contextual effectiveness of our methods for 
developing exemplary followers within student leadership roles as well as outlining the leadership skills we learned 
through implementing these practices. Motivating followers can be instrumental in promoting change within a team 
which is why we believe that student leaders should be conscientious of the methods and practices they implement 
in developing follower commitment and growth.  

10:00 -  

10:30 am 

BREAK  

Taylor Johnson, 

Chad Chessal, 

Benjamin 

Osorio 

Dr. Jason Taylor 

AUIDS 206 

 

Combating the 'Imposter Syndrome'  

The biggest connecting theme between our leadership journals has been a sense of the ‘imposter syndrome.’ We 
would like to delve into why, how, and when we feel this way. Chapter 14 in Northouse’s Leadership textbook is the 
type of leadership that we feel is the most effective in combating the ‘imposter syndrome’. 
 
Team Leadership is the most effective way to deal with the ‘imposter syndrome’ because it places the responsibility 
on the team members more evenly than the traditional ‘top-down’ method of leadership. We do not feel 
completely legitimate or comfortable in our leadership roles at times because we lack experience. Being able to 
draw on several people’s knowledge and experience therefore is essential to do a good job. It is okay to delegate 
and ask for help. We are all working with people who are more or less our age and experience levels. It is therefore 
imperative that we remain humble and work with our peers not from an elevated position, but at their level.   

11:00 - 

11:30 am 

Naomi 

Mahdere 

 

Dr. Janet Wesselius 

AUPHI 495 

 

Do Rule of Law Values Require Its Automation? Evaluating Duncan MacIntosh’s Defense on the 
Use of AWS  

The Rule of Law is itself no more than an expression denoting the influence of a legal system upon the society 
within which it is enacted. Drawing upon the laws themselves, the Rule of Law demands orderliness in the sense of 
legal enforcement by the courts, accountability in the sense of equality before the law, and retribution to those 
who are found to be unequivocally in breach of the established legal charter. Duncan MacIntosh, in ‘Autonomous 
Weapons and the Nature of Law and Morality’ defends the position that it is these three stipulations of the Rule of 
Law that require its automation. In this paper I will evaluate claims in favour of AI system usage and towards the 
same conclusion as MacIntosh: that Rule of Law values do in fact require its automation, under morally appropriate 
circumstances.  

11:30 am 

- 12:00 pm 

Jamie 

McKinnon 

Dr. Stacey Lorenz 

AUPED 490 

"The Cowboy Construct": A Look into Masculinity, CTE, and Pain Culture in Rodeo  

January 9th, 2017: The day rodeo stood still. It was on that day that bull rider Ty Pozzobon took his own life and 
changed the rodeo community forever. The months following this incident were extremely difficult ones for the 
rodeo world, as one of their own had been diagnosed with a disease that has been tearing apart other high-impact 
sporting leagues. Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE) was thought to be a disease that only affected boxers, 
but after Dr. Bennett Omalu, a neuropathologist in Pittsburgh, performed an autopsy on Pittsburgh Steelers center 
Mike Webster, CTE started to make waves across various collision and contact sports. Soon, the defenders of 
football and hockey, in particular, were forced to deal with this new “concussion crisis.” This analysis will discuss the 
underlying social constructs such as masculinity and a “play through pain mentality” that play into the portrayal and 
prevalence of CTE. It will also examine responses from different leagues and communities – including the rodeo 
community – to the challenges presented by CTE.  

12:00 -  

12:30 pm 

Lunch Break and Poster Display in Forum 12:30—2:00 pm 



L2– 103 (cont’d) 

 

Parker Dean 

Dr. Petr 

Mirejovsky  

AUHIS 401 

Stalin's Poker Game: The Soviet Union between the Non-Aggression Pact and Hitler's Invasion, 
1939-1941.  

The Communist Government of the Soviet Union, under Joseph Stalin, had been cut-off during the pre-war period. 
Anti-Communist ideals were present in Britain just as much as they were in Nazi Germany. Because of this isolation, 
taking a neutral position was the best way to ensure the countries survival. As the Second World War approached, 
and even as the conflict unfolded, Adolf Hitler wanted the opportunity to face the Soviet Union. But he also wanted 
to avoid the possibility of a two-front war, which had lost Germany the First World War. Stalin took a firm stance 
against the Western approach of appeasement. Stalin, focused on Russia’s security, allied himself with Hitler to give 
the country time to prepare. It was evident that conflict was coming, and the Soviet Union was not ready. From the 
signing of the Non-Aggression Pact in August of 1939 to the German invasion of the USSR in June of 1941, Stalin 
focused on strengthening his country. Once Hitler removed the other threats around him, he could focus on his 
enemy to the East. Stalin took steps to gain territory and enforce Soviet control on the regions within his domain. 
The USSR did face several complications, from the Purges which decimated the Soviet military to a detrimental war 
against Finland. All while Hitler was achieving major victories in the West. But it was through his misconceptions of 
the Red Army and his overconfidence that Hitler came to underestimate Stalin and his Soviet Union; which 
contributed to the eventual Soviet victory at Stalingrad. On the edge of conflict with Nazi Germany, Stalin even 
entertained the possible idea of a pre-emptive strike against Hitler. Just as in Poker, Stalin played close to the chest. 
To this day, it is unclear if he had a great hand or was bluffing.  

2:00 – 

2:30 pm 

Sarah Smith 

Dr. Ian Wilson 

AUREL 391 

Conceptions of Ishtar: Mesopotamia to Modernity  

Nineteenth-century debate surrounding the Mesopotamian goddess Ishtar was far more concerned with her 
gender, sexuality, and biology than her cultural relevance and, as a result, depicted her as a purely sexualised being. 
However, Mesopotamian depictions of the goddess tell a story of a being with immense power who was complex 
and multidimensional. Nineteenth-century scholars understood relief sculptures as being potential examples of 
Ishtar’s hermaphroditism or bi-sexuality, but we can better understand our own cultural assumptions through a 
more thorough understanding of the multi-dimensional aspects that encompass Ishtar in her totality.  

2:30 – 

3:00 pm 

Lindsay Hudec 

Dr. Ian Wilson 

AUREL 391 

Dangerous Women: A Comparative Analysis of Ishtar and Lilith  

Dangerousness is the underlying theme that distinguishes the representation of both Ishtar and Lilith in their 
respective literary works. In this paper, I examine the common origins of this characterization, and apply these 
findings to an understanding of gender in the Ancient Near East, as well as to the continuation of these concepts 
through to our present day.  

 

3:00 – 

3:30 pm 

Parker Dean 

Dr. Melanie Methot  

AUHIS 480 

 

Top-Down or Bottom-Up?: Exploring Military History on the Great War through the writings of 
Scholars and Soldiers.  

Outlooks on the First World War have expanded throughout the years following the conflict. Perspectives and 
approaches towards the subject of military history influencing the writing published on this monumental event. 
Backgrounds, experience, and bias all being important to consider when reading the documents on the Great War. 
With so many voices present in the field of military history, attempting to develop a semblance of truth about the 
conflict can be difficult. It becomes very important to take into consideration the timeframe the author wrote in, 
their personal experience, and background. This paper will examine multiple sources detailing different aspects of 
World War One. Not focusing on the content of the articles as much as the aspects behind them and the author. 
Reading between the lines. Looking at the different approaches to the writing of military history undertaken by 
these many authors. Taking the background of the author and timeframe into context. Examining whether those 
aspects affected whether or not an author wrote in the top-down (statistical analysis) or bottom-up (personal 
experience) format, and why. Exploring these avenues will provide insight to the development of military history 
related to the First World War. Providing a clear understanding of the document, its author, and time period. By 
inspecting these attributes, we can understand that the timeframe in which an article about the Great War was 
written did effect its content and format; but not as greatly as the experience and perspective of the author.  

4:00 – 

4:30 pm 

  

4:30 - 

5:00 pm 

 

  
5:00 – 

5:30  pm 

BREAK 

 


